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Abstract. Citizen science provides a prime opportunity for wildlife managers to obtain low-cost data
recorded by volunteers to evaluate species distribution models and address research objectives. Using mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus) location data collected through aerial surveys by professionals, ground surveys
by professionals, and ground surveys by volunteers, we evaluated two mountain goat distribution models
extrapolated across Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park. In addition, we compared mountain goat location data by observer and survey type to determine whether there were differences that affected extrapolated
model evaluation. We found that all dataset types compared similarly to both mountain goat models. A mountain goat occupancy model developed in the Greater Yellowstone Area (GYA) was the most informative in
describing mountain goat locations. We compared Spearman-rank correlations (rs) for occupancy probability
bin ranks in the GYA model extrapolation and area-adjusted frequencies of mountain goat locations, and we
found that all datasets had a positive correlation, indicating the model had useful predictive ability. Aerial
observations had a slightly greater Spearman-rank correlation (rs = 0.964), followed by the professional
ground surveys (rs = 0.946), and volunteer ground datasets (rs = 0.898). These results suggest that with effective protocol development and volunteer training, biologists can use mountain goat location data collected by
volunteers to evaluate extrapolated models. We recommend that future efforts should apply this approach to
other wildlife species and explore development of wildlife distribution models using citizen science.
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INTRODUCTION

2000). Once a predictive model is developed using
landscape characteristics acquired from remote
sensing and GIS analysis, its accuracy and usefulness are often assessed by comparing the model
with a subset of data or by collected data for comparison in the region of model development using
different methods (Beard et al. 1999). Rather than
building novel models for each discrete area,
which can be expensive and time consuming,

Building models to predict how environmental
factors inﬂuence habitat selection of wildlife is a
critical step in development of monitoring strategies and assessment of the effects of habitat
changes on species distribution, such as those
caused by climate change or human impact (Stillman and Brown 1994, Guisan and Zimmermann
❖ www.esajournals.org
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volunteer data prior to its application to model
evaluation, it can be helpful to compare citizen
science observations with those recorded by professionals with greater research experience, to
determine whether volunteer and professional
observations were similar, using the same or different protocols (Broman et al. 2014).
Glacier National Park (Glacier) has coordinated
mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus) surveys
based on citizen science as a primary tool for population monitoring since 2008. Glacier hosts one
of the largest intact native mountain goat populations in the continental United States, and the
mountain goat is an iconic alpine species whose
response to climate change remains uncertain
(Pettorelli et al. 2007). Concern and lack of population trend data regarding the mountain goat
population prompted the development of a citizen
science monitoring program in Glacier. After 2
years of data collection, biologists compared the
data collected by volunteers to data collected by
professionals using the same methods and found
that data collected by volunteers in ground surveys were statistically similar to those collected by
biologists in ground and aerial surveys (Belt and
Krausman 2012). They determined that citizen
science could be used to monitor mountain goat
population trends over time in Glacier (Belt and
Krausman 2012). Mountain goat ground counts
by volunteers were successful in Glacier in part
because mountain goats are often highly visible
and easily recognizable (Veitch et al. 2002) and
high visitation provided a prime opportunity to
engage the public for citizen science, resulting in
large datasets collected by volunteers (Belt and
Krausman 2012).
Glacier’s past citizen science surveys focused
on mountain goat density and population trends,
but did not provide information on species distribution and habitat. A mountain goat occupancy
model for Glacier and the adjacent Waterton
Lakes National Park (Waterton-Glacier) would
address that gap. Occupancy modeling provides
the ability to account for variability of detection
when evaluating habitat selection of rare wildlife
species across a spatial area (MacKenzie et al.
2005, MacKenzie 2006). An evaluated mountain
goat occupancy model developed in another area
and extrapolated to the Waterton-Glacier region
would provide increased understanding of
mountain goat habitat use and could improve

ecological models can ideally be extended to
inform ecological studies in different areas and
enable conservation questions to be addressed
across a broader landscape scale. However, the
extrapolated model must be evaluated, as landscape features in the new study area may affect
species in different ways and at dissimilar spatial
scales (Wiens 1989, Hobbs 2003, McAlpine et al.
2008, Mayor et al. 2009, Zanini et al. 2009). Evaluation of existing models can determine how well
model predictions match actual species locations
and can provide information for managers to
decide whether an extrapolated model is useful or
accurate (Gutzwiller and Barrow 2001).
Evaluation of wildlife distribution models necessitates the collection of species location information across the area of interest, which may
require less intensive data collection than
building a new model, but can still present a substantial logistical and budgetary challenge. To
address this issue, citizen science could serve as
an effective approach to gather data for evaluating wildlife distribution models. In general, citizen science programs typically involve research
and monitoring where volunteers record data
independently (Trumbull et al. 2000). As availability of research funding decreases (Pilz et al.
2006) and disturbances to ecosystems, such as climate change, impact wildlife (Morisette et al.
2008), the call for public involvement in ecological stewardship increases (Yung 2007) and many
natural resource programs are employing citizen
scientist research and monitoring to address
management goals and research questions that
encompass large spatial areas.
Citizen science programs with diligent volunteer
training and strategic study design may develop
datasets that are similar in quality to those collected by professionals (Hochachka et al. 2000,
Gouveia et al. 2004). In addition, citizen science
can allow research programs to collect data at
greater spatial scales that may not be attainable
through typical research budgets (Cooper et al.
2007, Greenwood 2007, Cohn 2008) and can be
used to improve understanding of species abundance and distribution (Dickinson et al. 2010). Citizen science data were used successfully to build
models that describe terrestrial wildlife distribution, such as that of bobcats, screech owls, and
insects (Nagy et al. 2012, van Strien et al. 2013,
Broman et al. 2014). To ensure the quality of
❖ www.esajournals.org
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Our second objective was to ask whether volunteers could record mountain goat locations as
accurately as professional biologists, to contribute
to evaluation of extrapolated models. To make
this comparison, we needed to determine whether
there was detection bias caused by either survey
or observer type. To assess detection bias due to
survey type, we compared mountain goat location
data collected through professional aerial surveys
to data collected during volunteer and professional ground surveys to determine whether the
survey type would impact results and model evaluation. Aerial surveys are often used to count
mountain goats, as they provide high animal
detection, can cover large areas, and can be effective for population trend monitoring if detection
rates can be estimated (Bender et al. 2003, Festa^te 2008). However, aerial surveys
Bianchet and Co
are often expensive and weather dependent,
meaning that replication or thorough coverage of
the study area may be cost-prohibitive. While
potentially limited in visibility by surrounding
terrain and tree cover, ground-based surveys can
be advantageous in that observers have more
time to search for mountain goats and record
accurate locations. In addition, ground surveys
are often less disruptive to mountain goats than
aerial surveys, which can disturb mountain goats
^te 1996). Thus, in national parks and wilder(Co
ness areas that attempt to minimize overﬂights,
ground surveys can serve as a less invasive alternative. To detect possible differences in results
due to observer experience with surveying for
mountain goats, we compared data collected by
volunteers and professionals using the same
ground survey protocol, to determine whether
both types of observers with different levels of
experience could provide comparable data for
extrapolated model evaluation.

population density estimates derived from data
collected by citizen scientists. Many mountain
goat habitat selection models have been developed
in areas where mountain goats are non-native,
relatively new to the region, and increasing in
number and distribution (Gross et al. 2002, Cobb
et al. 2012, DeVoe et al. 2015). Extrapolating
models developed in non-native range to assess
whether they can accurately predict locations in
native range, such as Waterton-Glacier, could
also lead to ecological insight regarding mountain goat habitat selection. Researchers often
caution against model extrapolation if there is a
lack of species observations to support model
predictions, but with the use of local species location data, evaluated species distribution model
extrapolations can be informative if researchers
rigorously assess their methods and results (Elith
and Leathwick 2009).
Therefore, our ﬁrst objective was to determine
whether we could extrapolate mountain goat
occupancy models developed in other areas and
use them to predict mountain goat locations in
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Waterton-Glacier). We examined two models that were
successful in predicting a very high percentage
(72.1–87%) of mountain goat locations during
model validation, one in the Greater Yellowstone
Area (GYA; DeVoe et al. 2015) and the other in
Mt. Evans, Colorado (Gross et al. 2002). We
planned to evaluate these models using data
collected by both volunteers and professionals.
We selected the Colorado model because it evaluated similar primary habitat to Waterton-Glacier
and emphasized proximity to “escape terrain,” or
a certain distance from areas of steep slope, a
common variable chosen to develop mountain
goat habitat models (Fox 1983, Gross et al. 2002,
Cobb et al. 2012). The use of escape terrain as the
only predictor of mountain goat occupancy has
proven effective but limited. Terrain is typically
deemed as either suitable or unsuitable using this
approach, and the model does not provide a
range of occupancy or relative probabilities across
terrain. In addition, other environmental variables
likely important for ungulate habitat selection,
such as vegetation, are excluded. Therefore, we
also considered an occupancy model developed
in the GYA, which integrated multiple covariates
and provided a range of probabilities for mountain goat occupancy (DeVoe et al. 2015).
❖ www.esajournals.org

METHODS
Study area
We collected mountain goat location data in
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, which
is composed of Glacier National Park and Waterton Lakes National Park. Glacier National Park
encompasses over 400,000 ha in northwest Montana and is managed by the National Park Service.
Waterton Lakes National Park consists of over
50,000 ha in southwest Alberta and is managed by
3
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digital aerial photos, and paper topographic maps
of survey sites at approximately 1:45,000 scale. We
recorded mountain goat location data that had
ﬁne spatial accuracy (recorded at 1:50,000 scale or
ﬁner, which was the level of accuracy of model
validation data used by DeVoe et al. 2015). We
asked all volunteers for information about their
experience with using topographic maps or aerial
photos to pinpoint locations of observations. The
subset of volunteers who indicated that they were
highly familiar with using topographic maps and/
or aerial photos were asked to capture location
data. Mountain goat locations collected by volunteers independently were classiﬁed as “volunteer
ground” observations. Locations recorded by
wildlife professionals independently or in a group
with volunteers, such as during a training session,
were classiﬁed as “professional ground” observations. Since mountain goats often occur in groups,
such that individual locations within a social
group are likely not independent, we collected
and analyzed locations of mountain goat groups
rather than locations of each individual within
groups. Locations of single mountain goats were
also recorded and weighted equally during analysis as locations of groups. The Glacier National
Park Citizen Science Program coordinated volunteer training, ﬁeld surveys, and data management.
Park staff conducted aerial surveys for mountain
goats in Glacier National Park during 14–17
August 2008 and 18–19 August 2009 and in Waterton Lakes National Park on 25 July 2011. In 2008,
three different park staff observers surveyed over
four days from a ﬁxed-wing airplane in mountainous areas the observers subjectively deemed as
probable mountain goat habitat. In 2009, two
observers simultaneously conducted surveys over
two days by helicopter and recorded mountain
goats found in viewsheds visible from citizen
science ground survey sites. In 2011, Alberta province staff surveyed Waterton Lakes National Park
from a helicopter, with two observers in the rear
seat continually watching for mountain goats and
one navigator in the left front passenger seat maintaining ﬂight course and recording locations. During all aerial surveys, observers recorded mountain
goat locations using a GPS unit in the aircraft during ﬂight. We classiﬁed these recorded mountain
goat locations as “professional aerial” observations.
We estimated the mountain goat population
size of Waterton Lakes National Park using the

Parks Canada. The Continental Divide of the
Rocky Mountains extends from north to south in
the study area and serves as a boundary between
Paciﬁc-maritime climatic inﬂuences in the west
and drier, continental climate and easterly winds
on the east side. Elevations range from 960 m
along the Flathead River to 3185 m at the summit
of Mt. Cleveland. Pleistocene glaciations largely
shaped landscape topography, resulting in many
glacial lakes, moraines, cirques, and active glaciers
throughout the study area. Glacier National Park
hosts over two million visitors annually and
mountain goats are highly visible and popular,
providing an opportunity to involve the general
public in wildlife research. In addition, mountain
goat habitat is easily accessible from roads and a
large number of hiking trails, which offer access to
mountain goat viewing from close proximity.

Data collection
From 2013 to 2015, trained volunteers and park
staff completed surveys and collected mountain
goat location data from the ground from 9 May to
24 October, at 37 designated ground sites in Glacier National Park, selected according to the protocol by Belt and Krausman (2012). We deﬁned the
summer season as May through October to emulate the season used for model development by
DeVoe et al. (2015) (June through October). Occupancy theory assumes that surveys will generally
occur over a shorter timeframe; however, deﬁnition of a long, rather than narrowly deﬁned, season to evaluate habitat use can be appropriate if
congruent with study objectives (MacKenzie
2005). Our study objectives were to deﬁne all habitat used over the entire survey period available for
ground-based observations of mountain goats in
Waterton-Glacier to accommodate general evaluation of mountain goat distribution models and volunteer data collection. At survey sites, participants
surveyed the surrounding terrain up to 3.2 km
from the observer’s position for 1 h, using magnifying optics (binoculars and spotting scopes). For
every mountain goat observation, observers
recorded total number, sex, age, predominant
behavior upon detection, predominant landscape
features, and location data (UTM coordinates).
Observers also captured location data for opportunistic mountain goat sightings outside of surveys. Participants recorded locations using handheld GPS units, mobile mapping applications,
❖ www.esajournals.org
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Table 1. Values and equations used to modify covariate raster spatial layers to extrapolate a predictive mountain
goat occupancy model from the Greater Yellowstone Area in Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park.
Raster description

Transformation


Mean (X)

SD

Slope (degrees) at 500-m scale
Slope variance at 500-m scale
Forest canopy cover (percent) at 100-m scale
Global radiation (W/m2) at 100-m scale
Normalized difference vegetation index (July 2001
Landsat derivative) at 100-m scale


ðX  XÞ=SD
lnððX=100Þ þ 0:005Þ

ðX  XÞ=SD

ðX  XÞ=SD

ðX  XÞ=SD

20.37329
. . .†
39.56991
505,802.7
0.099172

12.46569
. . .†
34.91701
89,188.45
0.209397

Covariate
SLP500
SLPv500
COV100
GRAD100
NDVI100

† Mean and standard deviation were not required to transform slope variance at 500-m scale.

100 m resolution using cubic interpolation and
then calculated mean and SD focal statistics from
a neighborhood of 5 9 5 cells to obtain 500 m resolution. We calculated heat load at 100 m resolution by using the NED raster and the ArcMap
Solar Radiation tool. Latitude was set for 48.71° N
to make radiation estimates accurate for the entire
Waterton-Glacier study area. We resampled the
solar radiation grid cells from 30 m resolution to
100 m resolution using cubic interpolation.
We calculated forest canopy cover by resampling
a 30 m resolution canopy closure layer (Homer
et al. 2007, Crown Managers Partnership 2012) to
100 m resolution using cubic interpolation. Finally,
we developed the NDVI layer at 100 m resolution
using a Landsat 7 SLC-on scene from 7 July 2001
with 0.02% cloud cover. High-elevation areas were
covered by both perennial and seasonal snowpack
in the summer, which may affect NDVI calculations (Appendix S1: Fig. S1). The image served as a
single snapshot in time of NDVI, which was
assumed to be generally representative of forage
available to mountain goats during the summer.
This image was processed to calculate NDVI values and resampled to 100 m resolution (Homer
et al. 2007). The NDVI values of grid cells in areas
with greater than 15% canopy cover were adjusted
to 0.0609 to mask the effect of canopy cover on
NDVI (DeVoe et al. 2015). The mean and SD for
each covariate layer were comparable to those used
in the occupancy model for the GYA (Table 1; Hirzel and Le Lay 2008, DeVoe 2015). Thus, the terrain
of the northern GYA was sufﬁciently similar to that
of Waterton-Glacier such that we extrapolated the
unmodiﬁed Yellowstone model for evaluation in
our study area (Hirzel and Le Lay 2008). Covariate
rasters were centered and scaled or pseudothreshold transformed (Table 1) and implemented
in the logistic regression equation of the predictive

most recent aerial survey count from 25 July 2016
and a range of potential detection probabilities
for mountain goat aerial surveys in the literature,
including 0.55 (low), 0.70 (moderate), and 0.90
(high; Gonzalez-Voyer et al. 2001, Rice et al.
2009, Flesch et al. 2016). We report an estimated
population size of Glacier National Park from the
study completed by Belt and Krausman (2012).

Model extrapolation
We extrapolated a mountain goat occupancy
model developed for the GYA (hereafter referred
to as the Yellowstone model) to produce a layer of
predicted mountain goat occupancy probability
across Waterton-Glacier (DeVoe et al. 2015). This
model was developed in the GYA using detection–nondetection data collected through groundbased occupancy surveys of viewsheds consisting
of sampling units 100 m 9 100 m in dimension
(DeVoe et al. 2015). Habitat selection was associated with mean slope, slope variance, canopy
cover, heat load, and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI); 72.1% of model validation
data were contained in areas classiﬁed as low
suitability or better (DeVoe et al. 2015). We built
spatial layers for environmental covariates at the
speciﬁed scales of the top model for mountain
goat occupancy in the GYA, including mean slope
(500 m), slope variance (500 m), forest canopy
cover (100 m), heat load (100 m), and NDVI (at
100 m; Table 1; DeVoe et al. 2015). All data processing was completed in the ArcMap module of
ArcGIS 10.1 or 10.3.1, using NAD 1983 datum
UTM Zone 12N (ESRI 2010). To develop the mean
slope and slope variance layers at 500 m resolution, we calculated slope using the 1-arc-second
resolution National Elevation Dataset (NED) raster and the ArcMap Spatial Analyst tool. We
resampled 30-m grid cells describing slope to
❖ www.esajournals.org
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occupancy model (DeVoe et al. 2015). Inverse
logistic transformation converted the predictors
from logit to relative probability scale (DeVoe et al.
2015). Since many lakes cover the terrain of Waterton-Glacier, we clipped the habitat suitability layer
by lakes, to remove any grid cells with predicted
occupancy that were covered by water and thus
unavailable to mountain goats. The resulting
product was a map of Waterton-Glacier habitat
suitability, which displayed modeled mountain
goat occupancy probabilities at 100 m resolution,
because the same resolution was used for the Yellowstone model in the GYA (DeVoe et al. 2015).
We deﬁned occupancy probability (Ψ) in the same
manner as DeVoe et al. (2015): “the probability of a
group being in a sampling unit at the time of the
survey” (DeVoe et al. 2015). We used the minimum occupancy probability deﬁnition used in
the GYA study for suitable habitat, which was
Ψ ≥ 0.0058.
To consider an alternative model that emphasized distance to escape terrain, we replicated a
model used to describe mountain goat locations
of a non-native population in Colorado, where
areas ≤258 m from ≥33° slope were classiﬁed as
suitable mountain goat habitat (hereafter referred
to as the Colorado model; Gross et al. 2002). Gross
et al. (2002) collected location data on a map at
1:24,000 scale via a ground survey route to classify
used and unused areas during summer and winter for 6 years. The simple escape terrain model
correctly predicted 87% of model validation observations (Gross et al. 2002). We extrapolated this
model across Waterton-Glacier using the 1-arcsecond resolution NED raster and the ArcMap
Spatial Analyst tool. We resampled the layer to
100 m resolution using cubic interpolation, to
make the grid cell resolution directly comparable
to the Yellowstone model. A buffer of 258 m was
generated around areas of ≥33° slope, and the predicted occupancy layer was clipped to exclude
lakes. The ﬁnal layer predicted areas as either suitable or unsuitable mountain goat habitat.

used when unused data are not available (Fielding
and Bell 1997), a similar approach was used to validate the original Yellowstone model (DeVoe et al.
2015), and presence-only evaluators are correlated
with presence–absence evaluators (Hirzel et al.
2006). We intersected both Yellowstone and Colorado models with mountain goat location data collected through volunteer ground, professional
ground, and professional aerial survey platforms.
Since the Yellowstone model extrapolation produced a range of occupancy probabilities, we further evaluated this model by sampling availability
of resources by generating 10,000 random locations within the Waterton-Glacier boundary,
excluding lakes, using the ArcMap module of ArcGIS 10.3.1. We intersected these points with the
Yellowstone predictive occupancy layer and classiﬁed 10 bins of increasing occupancy probability
that each contained an equal number of random
points (Boyce et al. 2002). Next, we calculated a
Spearman-rank correlation between bin ranks of
increasing occupancy probability and the areaadjusted frequency of mountain goat observations
within each bin for each data type (professional
aerial, professional ground, and volunteer ground;
Boyce et al. 2002). If the model had useful predictive ability, we would expect a positive correlation
between used locations and bins of increasing
occupancy probabilities. We produced all graphs
using R version 3.2.3 and the ggplot2 package
(Wickham 2009, R Core Team 2015).

Comparison of volunteer and professional data
Simultaneous double-observer surveys were
not possible within the scope of this study, presenting a potential challenge for assessing detection bias caused by observer error or survey type.
To assess data collected by each survey platform
(volunteer ground, professional ground, and professional aerial) for observer error, we examined
the distribution of mountain goat group sizes
recorded by each survey platform to determine
whether certain group sizes were detected differently, due to observer classiﬁcation (volunteer or
professional) or survey type (aerial or ground). In
addition, to assess whether data for any of the survey platforms compared differently to the alternative model extrapolations, we compared the
location data of each survey platform independently to the Colorado and Yellowstone models to
assess differences among survey platform types.

Evaluation of extrapolated models
We used a percentage overall accuracy approach
with presence data to assess and compare the
number of locations within suitable areas predicted by the Yellowstone and Colorado model
extrapolations, as we did not have unused data.
We selected this approach because it is commonly
❖ www.esajournals.org
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Fig. 1. Number of mountain goats observed within a group for mountain goat locations detected during aerial
surveys by professionals (n = 229), ground surveys by professionals (n = 184), and ground surveys by volunteers
(n = 200) in Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park.

RESULTS

estimate of 102 mountain goats in 2016. Using a
range of detection probabilities reported in the
literature for aerial surveys of mountain goats,
the number of mountain goats in this area ranged from approximately 118, using a high detection probability of 0.9, to 193, using a low
detection probability of 0.55. Applying a moderate detection of 0.7 provided an estimate of 151
mountain goats in Waterton Lakes National
Park. Belt and Krausman (2012) extrapolated a
population estimate for Glacier National Park of
1705–2349 using volunteer data and 1885–3269
using professional data.

Data collection
Citizen scientists recorded 619 mountain goats
at 200 locations, during 57 ground surveys and
through incidental observations, from the second
week of May to the third week of October, with
observed group size ranging from 1 to 28 and
averaging three mountain goats, with a SD of
3.4. Similarly, professionals recorded 549 mountain goats at 184 locations, during 45 ground surveys and through incidental observations, from
the third week of May to the third week of
September, with group size ranging from 1 to 26
and averaging three mountain goats, with a SD
of 3.4. The Yellowstone model used data spanning from the third week of June to the second
week of October for model development (DeVoe
et al. 2015), but we retained all recorded locations for extrapolated model evaluation due to
limited data availability. During summer aerial
surveys by professionals over three different
years, observers recorded 669 mountain goats at
229 locations, with group size ranging from 1 to
35 and averaging three mountain goats, with a
SD of 3.7 (Fig. 1). All survey platforms observed
a median group size of two mountain goats.
The most recent count data for Waterton Lakes
National Park provided a minimum population
❖ www.esajournals.org

Model extrapolation
The Yellowstone model extrapolated to Waterton-Glacier resulted in predicted mountain goat
occupancy probabilities across the study area that
ranged from 0.0 to 0.431 (Fig. 2). Using a suitability cutoff deﬁned in the GYA of Ψ ≥ 0.0058
(DeVoe et al. 2015), the Yellowstone model estimated that 2273 km2 (50%) of Waterton-Glacier
was suitable mountain goat habitat. The Colorado
model estimated that 2551 km2 (56%) of the study
area was suitable mountain goat habitat. Thus,
the extrapolated Yellowstone model predicted
278 km2 (6%) less total area as suitable mountain
goat habitat than the Colorado model. Approximately 82.81% of the Colorado model predicted
7
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Fig. 2. Binned predicted mountain goat occupancy across Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, based on
an extrapolated model developed in the Greater Yellowstone Area (park boundaries shown as black lines).
Mountain goat locations recorded by volunteers during ground surveys are blue points (n = 200), professionals
during ground surveys are brown points (n = 184), and professionals during aerial surveys are white points
(n = 229).

suitable area contained areas also predicted as
suitable by the Yellowstone model across Waterton-Glacier. The area of the viewsheds surveyed
from the ground by professionals and volunteers
covered 8% of the predicted suitable area by the
Colorado model and 9% of the predicted suitable
❖ www.esajournals.org

area by the Yellowstone model. The total area of
the viewsheds surveyed by professional and volunteer observers from the ground was predicted
to be composed of 83% suitable mountain goat
habitat, based on the Yellowstone model, and
89% suitable area, based on the Colorado model.
8
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Table 2. Comparison of the number and percentage of observed mountain goat locations during aerial surveys
by professionals (n = 229), ground surveys by professionals (n = 184), and ground surveys by volunteers
(n = 200), located within suitable mountain goat areas predicted by two extrapolated predictive models developed in the Greater Yellowstone Area and Mt. Evans, Colorado.
Yellowstone model

Colorado model

Dataset

Number of locations

Percentage observed

Number of locations

Percentage observed

Professional aerial
Professional ground
Volunteer ground

226
176
194

98.7
95.7
97.0

227
177
197

99.1
96.2
98.5

Evaluation of extrapolated models

predicted a smaller area as suitable habitat
(Table 2). For the Yellowstone model, we also
compared the distribution of observed locations
across binned predicted occupancy categories
(Figs. 2 and 3). Observed locations for all data
types were nonlinear and skewed right toward
high-probability occupancy bins, and Spearmanrank correlations were signiﬁcant and ranged
from 0.898 to 0.964 (Fig. 3, Table 3).

There was high consistency of observed mountain goat locations within suitable habitat predicted by both the Yellowstone and Colorado
model extrapolations. When we compared
observed mountain goat locations with suitable
habitat area predicted by the Yellowstone model,
97.0% (n = 194) of volunteer ground, 95.7%
(n = 176) of professional ground, and 98.7%
(n = 226) of professional aerial locations were
within predicted suitable habitat. When we compared observed mountain goat locations with
suitable habitat area predicted by the Colorado
model, 98.5% (n = 197) of volunteer ground,
96.2% (n = 177) of professional ground, and
99.1% (n = 227) of professional aerial locations
were within predicted suitable habitat. Thus, a
similar number of observations were located
within predicted suitable areas for each extrapolated model, even though the Yellowstone model

Comparison of volunteer and professional data
The center and spread of the distribution of
mountain goat group size observed per location
were similar for all survey platforms (Fig. 1). The
distribution of volunteer ground data was
slightly more skewed to the right in comparison
with the observations of the other survey platforms (Fig. 1). However, observer experience
and survey platform did not impact extrapolated
model evaluation results when locations were

Fig. 3. Distribution of locations within predicted occupancy bins of sampling units in Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park for data detected during aerial surveys by professionals (n = 229), ground surveys by professionals (n = 184), and ground surveys by volunteers (n = 200). Solid squares for professional aerial observations,
gray circles for professional ground, and gray triangles for volunteer ground.
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recently introduced to the GYA and Colorado
study areas. Habitat selection in non-native areas
tends to be similar but not identical to that found
in native range, as introduced vertebrates tend to
occupy a subset of potential habitat in early stages
of dispersal across non-native range (Strubbe
et al. 2015). Mountain goat range expansion
across the GYA has been relatively modest and
limited over time, which suggests limited dispersal tendencies in contrast to wide range expansion
achieved by another recently reintroduced mammal to the GYA, the wolf (Canis lupus; Smith et al.
2001, Flesch et al. 2016). In contrast, the mountain
goat population in Waterton-Glacier likely occupies the vast majority of suitable habitat. In addition, the data used to validate the Yellowstone
model in the GYA were collected over a period of
45 years throughout the species’ range expansion
history, which may have negatively affected the
accuracy of validation for the Yellowstone model
that was developed using occupancy data from
2011 to 2013 (DeVoe et al. 2015).
In general, the Yellowstone model was more
informative than the Colorado model in predicting mountain goat locations in Waterton-Glacier.
First, the suitable area predicted by the Yellowstone model captured a similar number of mountain goat locations as the Colorado model, even
though suitable area predicted by the Yellowstone model covered 6% less total area. Without
recording locations of mountain goat absence,
we were not able to directly assess the proportion
of predicted suitable areas that were incorrectly
classiﬁed inactive sites, but this result suggests
that the Yellowstone model was more effective in
minimizing over-prediction of suitable area than
the Colorado model. This was likely because the
Yellowstone model accounted for multiple environmental covariates, whereas the Colorado
model was based solely on slope. Secondly, the
ability of the Yellowstone model to predict a
range of occupancy probability values was an
additional advantage for evaluating and deriving
insight from the extrapolated model. Mountain
goat locations recorded by all observation types
(professional ground, volunteer ground, and
professional aerial) in Waterton-Glacier demonstrated signiﬁcant Spearman-rank correlations
and were skewed toward sampling units that
were predicted by the Yellowstone model to have
high or very high relative occupancy probability

Table 3. Spearman-rank correlations (rs) between occupancy probability bin ranks and area-adjusted frequencies of mountain goat locations recorded during
aerial surveys by professionals, ground surveys by
professionals, and ground surveys by volunteers.
Dataset

rs

P

Professional aerial
Professional ground
Volunteer ground

0.964
0.946
0.898

<0.003
<0.0002
<0.003

compared to the predicted suitable areas of the
extrapolated Colorado and Yellowstone models.
For all datasets, greater than 95% of observations
were located within the predicted suitable areas
for both models (Table 2). In regard to the Yellowstone model, Spearman-rank correlation and
P-values for binned occupancy probabilities of
the Yellowstone model were also similar across
the observer categories (Table 3, Fig. 3). Professional aerial observations had a slightly greater
Spearman-rank correlation (rs = 0.964), followed
by the professional ground (rs = 0.946), and volunteer ground (rs = 0.898).

DISCUSSION
Both extrapolations of the Yellowstone and Colorado models predicted similar areas to be suitable
mountain goat habitat across Waterton-Glacier.
Over 95% of the observed mountain goat locations
from volunteer ground, professional ground, and
professional aerial survey platforms fell within the
area predicted as suitable mountain goat habitat
by both extrapolated models. When the Yellowstone model was validated in the GYA using aerial
survey locations, 72.1% of points were within suitable habitat, 85.8% of points were within 100 m of
predicted suitable areas, and 92.5% of points were
within 200 m of predicted suitable areas (DeVoe
et al. 2015). The Colorado model predicted 87% of
mountain goat locations in the Colorado study
area during model validation (Gross et al. 2002).
Therefore, both extrapolated models were more
effective in predicting mountain goat locations in
Waterton-Glacier than in the areas where the
models were originally developed. This observation may be because the mountain goat population
in Waterton-Glacier is native, whereas nonnative mountain goat populations were relatively
❖ www.esajournals.org
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during aerial surveys, but DeVoe et al. (2015)
found little evidence that these environmental
variables impacted detection probability during
ground surveys (Poole 2007, Rice et al. 2009).
However, DeVoe et al. (2015) suspected that estimated detection probabilities and consequent
occupancy probabilities of the Yellowstone
model may have been biased, due to multiple
inﬂuences on estimated detection probability
(MacKenzie 2006, Rota et al. 2009). Possible inﬂuences included non-independent observations of
the same mountain goat group in different grid
cells due to mountain goat group movement during a survey, double observers not simultaneously viewing the same moving mountain goat
group, and detection probability not accounted
for due to unintentional exclusion of related
covariates (MacKenzie 2006, DeVoe et al. 2015).
Thus, occupancy probability values predicted by
the Yellowstone model across Waterton-Glacier
may be somewhat biased due to possible detection probability bias during original model
development. DeVoe et al. (2015) concluded that
while modeling of detection probability was a
limitation of the study, the occupancy model was
validated by independent data and thus likely a
reasonable prediction of occupancy probability.
By extrapolating the Yellowstone model to
Waterton-Glacier rather than building a novel
local occupancy model, we were not able to independently estimate detection probability in our
study area. However, we expect that our evaluation of the extrapolated model was informative
for predicting mountain goat habitat selection,
due to similar survey protocols for data collection
and use of an occupancy model that accounted
for imperfect detection.
To determine whether there were signiﬁcant
differences between results from aerial vs. ground
surveys, we compared volunteer and professional
ground observations with aerial observations.
Spatially, both volunteer and professional ground
observations were concentrated near citizen
science survey sites, whereas aerial observations
were more dispersed. Aerial data may have
included more locations in high occupancy probability grid cells due to protocol for some ﬂights
in which observers largely searched areas subjectively deemed to be high-probability observation
areas, whereas surveys from the ground involved
a visual search of all visible terrain near the

(Fig. 3, Table 3). These Spearman-rank correlation values were comparable to those used for
evaluation of an extrapolated grizzly bear model,
with Spearman-rank correlation values that ranged from 0.782 to 0.951 (Boyce et al. 2002). By
using randomly generated locations to deﬁne
occupancy probability bins, it was unlikely that
the overlap of most mountain goat locations with
high-probability areas was impacted by a disproportionate number of grid cells classiﬁed as high
probability. The effectiveness of the Yellowstone
model in Waterton-Glacier suggests that its
application may be useful for predicting areas
with high potential for mountain goat occupancy
in other mountainous regions that are similar to
the northern GYA. We recognize that our use of
percentage overall accuracy may serve as a limitation in accuracy assessment of our model
extrapolations, as very wide coverage would
inﬂate the accuracy score. However, the area predicted as suitable by the Yellowstone model covered 50% of the study area and 6% less total area
than the Colorado slope model, and thus, we
suggest that its accuracy was likely not due to
excessively wide coverage. Used-available data
can be effective in modeling species distribution
(Elith et al. 2006), and typical classiﬁcation success metrics used to evaluate used–unused datasets, such as sensitivity analysis, are not
applicable for the used-available data collected
during our study (Boyce et al. 2002). This limited
our evaluation options. Derivation of an independent suitability cutoff and use of a sensitivity
analysis for model evaluation may be a more
advantageous approach for model assessment if
sufﬁcient data are available for both model training and testing. We did not have sufﬁcient data
available to derive a suitability cutoff independent of the Yellowstone model in this study.
An additional advantage of the Yellowstone
model was that DeVoe et al. (2015) accounted for
imperfect detection of mountain goat groups
through estimation of detection probability
(MacKenzie et al. 2002, DeVoe et al. 2015). We
expect that detection bias of our location data
used to evaluate the Yellowstone model in Waterton-Glacier was similar to that used to build the
Yellowstone model because our survey protocols
were similar and based on visual observations.
Terrain complexity and canopy cover can impact
visual detection probability of mountain goats
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positively inﬂuenced by increasing group size. In
our study, we were unable to quantify the percentage of small groups of goats that were not
detected by volunteers because a double-observer approach was not used. Additionally, we suspect that volunteer detection of small groups
may have been higher because the subset of volunteers who self-selected to report location data
due to their familiarity with topographic maps
were mostly volunteers who had greater experience with the program. An extension of this work
would be to use a double-observer approach to
assess whether observer experience, measured
by the number of surveys an observer conducted,
would inﬂuence ability to detect smaller groups
of mountain goats. Such an assessment would
allow program managers to estimate the amount
of observer experience necessary to maximize
detection probability of mountain goats.
Volunteer ground observations were similarly
captured in areas classiﬁed as suitable habitat
predicted by both models in comparison with the
professional datasets (Table 2). When we compared the datasets to the Yellowstone model
range of occupancy probabilities, volunteer
ground observations had the lowest Spearmanrank correlation value (Table 3). This may indicate that experience slightly impacted accuracy
of observations or that volunteers were more
likely to conduct surveys in more accessible and
thus, lower probability areas. Nevertheless, volunteer ground observations produced a signiﬁcant Spearman-rank correlation (rs = 0.898;
P < 0.003) to effectively evaluate the extrapolated
Yellowstone model. Even if additional sources of
volunteer bias were undetected, the similarity of
volunteer and professional results implied that
the level of data quality necessary for extrapolated model evaluation was comparable between
professional and volunteer observers.
Our results suggest that citizen science ground
data can be used to evaluate extrapolated wildlife distribution models, because results from
observations by citizen scientists were similar to
those by both professional ground and aerial surveyors. Therefore, in this case, collecting citizen
science data was an effective method to evaluate
extrapolated models with limited resources and
served as an alternative to building a novel occupancy model using professionally collected datasets only. In regard to data collection efﬁciency,

survey site. Potential error in location data may
have been introduced to aerial surveys, due to lag
time in recording a GPS point for observations
while the aircraft was in motion, especially in
ﬁxed-wing aircraft. In addition, aerial surveys
were conducted in different years than ground
surveys, but we expect that the distribution of
mountain goats was likely comparable among
different years, as the species is native to Waterton-Glacier. In addition, DeVoe et al. (2015) also
validated their model using locations from aerial
surveys largely collected in different years than
the years the occupancy surveys were conducted.
Our ground surveys may also have been
impacted by inaccuracies in recorded point locations on maps, which could vary by observer skill
and experience. However, we did not ﬁnd any
indication that spatial differences in sampling or
these potential types of observer error impacted
overall extrapolated model evaluation results, as
the number of locations within suitable areas and
the distributions of locations across occupancy
probabilities were similar among professional
aerial, volunteer ground, and professional ground
survey platforms (Table 2, Fig. 3).
To assess whether location data collected by
volunteers could be used to evaluate the extrapolated models, we compared results from volunteer ground and professional aerial/ground
surveys. As expected, volunteers were able to
collect more mountain goat locations during
ground surveys than professionals, as a greater
number of volunteers could dedicate more total
time toward traveling to survey sites and conducting surveys. In regard to mountain goat
group size observed per location, the mean, median, and spread of group size observed were similar for all datasets (Fig. 1). Thus, volunteer
ground observations were not skewed toward
larger group sizes in comparison with other datasets. Lack of volunteer bias toward observation
of larger animal groups is encouraging for population estimate and trend research using citizen
science, as well as extrapolated model evaluation.
The lack of bias was contrary to our expectation
that volunteers may be less likely than professionals to detect small groups, as reported by Belt
and Krausman (2012). That study used a doubleobserver approach and found that mean detection probability for volunteers was lower and
more variable than that of professionals and was
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timeframe where the species is present at random
points in time throughout the season, if researchers acknowledge that the observed used area
may be greater in extent than the area likely occupied over a shorter timeframe (MacKenzie et al.
2004, MacKenzie 2005).
Our results also suggest that citizen science
data may be useful for building occupancy models if they do not already exist from other study
systems. If we had sufﬁcient local data to produce
a site-speciﬁc model, we expect the local model
would decrease potential over-prediction of suitable habitat, which we were not able to evaluate
in this study without unused data. Local data can
provide more information regarding habitat associations than an extrapolated model, because
local heterogeneity in species distribution, caused
by factors such as differing biogeographic history,
may not be captured by environmental variables
in other locations (Osborne et al. 2007, Hothorn
et al. 2011). We recommend that other citizen
science programs use citizen science data to build
occupancy models and evaluate this in other
study areas with different wildlife species. However, there are limitations to this approach.
Despite similar results among citizen scientist
and professional observations, citizen science
data collection can be signiﬁcantly less efﬁcient
than professional data collection. DeVoe et al.
(2015) collected 505 mountain goat locations from
professional ground surveys over three years to
develop a novel occupancy model, whereas volunteers in Waterton-Glacier collected only 200
locations over three years of effort. Our dataset
was more limited than that of DeVoe et al. (2015)
in part because not all volunteers felt comfortable
using topographic maps or aerial photos to
record locations, resulting in speciﬁc mountain
goat UTM locations recorded for only 37% of all
volunteer ground surveys where mountain goats
were observed. Therefore, developing a model
using citizen science data may require more time
to acquire additional points from proﬁcient
observers or more intensive training sessions to
increase participant proﬁciency and participation
in accurate spatial data collection. Alternatively,
technology such as GPS, geotagging, or apps that
record spatial data and allow volunteers to
directly record locations at the exact location of
observation could be used to develop models
involving species observed at close range, rather

three multi-day aerial surveys were able to collect a similar number of locations as citizen scientists over three years. While aerial surveys could
be seen as a preferred alternative to the considerable amount of time required for citizen science
data collection methods, aerial surveys are generally more expensive, require more permitting,
and are heavily reliant on favorable weather. Perhaps most importantly, citizen science efforts
provide an opportunity for public engagement
and stewardship during the scientiﬁc process.
Consequently, a citizen science approach may be
useful in other study areas with interested members of the general public and research questions
that involve highly visible and easily identiﬁed
species in regions accessible by road, foot, or
water transportation. The approach used for
model assessment should be determined by the
objective of the research and planned use of the
model, such that prediction error is within
acceptable limits for the research goals (Schamberger and O’Neil 1986, Fielding and Bell 1997).
Once an extrapolated predictive occupancy or
habitat model is evaluated, the product could be
used for species and ecosystem monitoring, management, and planning.
Researchers should also consider potential
variation in environmental variables integrated
into wildlife distribution models. Some environmental variables likely varied slightly from year
to year during our survey effort, such as
vegetation available for mountain goat use due to
variation in timing and levels of precipitation.
However, if a researcher’s objective is not concerned with short-term ﬂuctuations in occupancy,
collection of a smaller number of observations
per season over multiple years can serve to
decrease the coefﬁcient of variation for the estimated trend in occupancy and thus provide more
accurate occupancy estimates (MacKenzie 2005).
Since we collected a limited number of observations per year and our study objective was concerned with general assessment of mountain goat
distribution models, conducting surveys over
multiple years was a reasonable method to provide accurate information to evaluate the extrapolated models. In addition, we expected that
there was variation in use of areas by mountain
goats throughout the timeframe that we deﬁned
as the summer season (May through October). In
general, it is acceptable to collect data over a
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conservation areas experience frequent air trafﬁc
tourism, and some species, including mountain
goats, are impacted by and have energetic cost
^te
associated with air trafﬁc noise disturbance (Co
1996). Models evaluated with citizen science can
also be used to determine how the distribution of
different species potentially overlap, which can
be informative in management of non-native species (Gormley et al. 2011). However, habitat suitability can change over time due to disturbances,
such as human development and climate change
 jo et al. 2005). These
(Walther et al. 2002, Arau
issues can reduce the accuracy of previously
developed or evaluated models, necessitating
efforts to build new models that account for these
impacts. The advantage of citizen science in this
context is that the low-cost approach can allow
data to be collected over longer timeframes than
traditional research studies, enabling changes in
habitat suitability to be tracked over time and
contribute toward development or evaluation of
new models. Additionally, citizen science coordinators can consider developing survey protocols
that allow for inferences regarding multiple population metrics, such as demography and population trends, to increase the types of information
available regarding species of interest. To meet
this need with limited resources, researchers can
use carefully designed citizen science projects to
achieve multiple population monitoring objectives, as the Glacier National Park Citizen Science
Program used volunteer data to both estimate
population trends and evaluate extrapolated spatial models.

than species observed from a distance, such as
mountain goats that are often on inaccessible
cliffs. Use of these technologies would reduce the
potential for observer error and the need for additional training on use of maps for spatial data collection. We were not able to compare the
accuracy of estimated locations with known locations in our study, due to logistical and safety
concerns that often prevent access to mountain
goat habitat. However, during professional and
volunteer ground surveys we sought to emulate
the level of accuracy achieved by DeVoe et al.
(2015), by using a comparable ﬁeld protocol for
survey sessions and the same grid cell size in
model development. In general, researchers
should ensure that species location data are accurate at spatial scales similar to the grid cell size
used for model development and analysis.
When using citizen science data for either
model development or extrapolated model evaluation, it is important to minimize potential
sources of bias associated with volunteer data,
through careful attention to protocol development and training. While most observations in
Waterton-Glacier obtained by volunteers were
during systematic surveys, many programs may
choose to use opportunistically collected observations. Opportunistic observations recorded by
volunteers must be interpreted with caution, as
these data can be biased toward more easily
accessible areas, such as roadways (Broman et al.
2014). Volunteers may also bias their survey
efforts and observations to habitat types that
they subjectively deemed high-probability habitat. For example, volunteers often associate
mountain goats with cliffs in Waterton-Glacier.
To ensure that volunteers captured locations
across the predicted range of occupancy probabilities, instructors at volunteer training sessions
in Waterton-Glacier emphasized that citizen scientists must survey all visible terrain at survey
sites, not just areas subjectively considered to be
high-probability terrain.
Models developed or evaluated using low-cost
citizen science data can have signiﬁcant value for
wildlife professional and natural resource managers. Managers could use an evaluated habitat
suitability layer for planning and decisionmaking regarding issues that may impact natural
resources, such as high visitation, roadway construction, and airspace use. For example, some
❖ www.esajournals.org
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